Abstract. With continuous deepening of researches on complex network problems, the cascading failure problem of interdependent networks becomes one of the hot research topics in this field at present. This paper establishes a cascading failure model of interdependent networks based on a load-capacity model. And then we focus on the robustness problem of interdependent networks under random attacks based on four different network combinations. At last, an interdependent coupling network constituted of two networks with the node quantity of ten is taken as the example to verify conclusions obtained in this paper. Research results show that under random attacks, robustness of the asymmetric interdependent networks is similar with the previous research results, namely, robustness of the networks decreases with the increase of removal proportion and increases with the increase of tolerance coefficient. In addition, BA-BA interdependent networks and disassortative link networks perform better than other network combinations and coupling manners.
Introduction
In recent years, reliability of complex systems and safety forecasting technology become one of the hot research topics of domestic and foreign scholars. If Agents in a complex system are corresponding to points in a complex network and interactions among the Agents are corresponding to connection edges, structure characteristics and dynamic evolution of the complex system can be represented by a complex network. The complex structure of a complex network and diversity of dynamic behaviors can be used to research a complex system effectively.
We will never forget the huge influences caused by accidents such as North America interconnection blackout in 2003 and China snow and ice disaster in 2008. These accidents are very likely caused by that some tiny emergencies had triggered the "domino-like" network linkage failures of relevant complex systems. With the rise of network science researches in recent years, the cascading failure problem of complex networks has attracted extensive attention. Specifically, it means that failures of one or multiple nodes may cause collapse of the whole network [1] . Till now, research achievements of cascading failures of complex networks are mainly concentrated in establishment of a cascading failure model [2] [3] [4] , control and prevention strategies [5] [6] and network attack strategies as well as applications in actual networks [7] [8], etc.
At present, most researches mainly focus on cascading failures of a single network, but most complex systems do not exist independently in the reality. Normal work of nodes in a system may have interdependency with some nodes in other systems, so that its failure may lead to the abnormal operation of other nodes and would then lead to occurrence of large-scale cascading failures. Here is a typical case: a blackout accident took place in Italy on September 28, 2003, wherein close coupling relations exist between an electric power network and a communication supporting network, so that the collapse of a power station led to failures of a lot of nodes in the data collection and monitoring communication network and caused failures of more power stations, which finally caused the large-scale blackout accident [9] . The coupling network possessing interdependent relations with the electric power network and the communication network is called as an interdependent network. The paper mainly researches the robustness problem existing in cascading failures of interdependent networks. Network robustness refers to that most nodes in a network are still communicated after removal of some nodes. Under such case, we can say that the network has robustness for node failures [10] . This paper has the following chapters: In the second part, a cascading failure model of asymmetric interdependent networks is established based on a load-capacity model is defined for cascading failures of interdependent networks. In the third part, the robustness problems of four different interdependent networks under random attacks are analyzed based on the above model; influences brought by tolerance coefficient of network nodes, coupling manners of interdependent networks and network removal proportion to network robustness are researched. The fourth part makes a conclusion of the paper.
Establishment of Cascading Failure Model Based on Asymmetric Interdependent Networks
In this paper, the interdependent networks are constituted of a network A and a network B which have the same nodes, wherein the node quantity satisfies AB NNN  . The network A and the network B are Barabasi-Albert (BA) scale-free network or Watts-Strogatz (WS) small-world network, wherein connection edges inside them are undirected edges and the network average degree satisfies AB kkk  . Meanwhile, directed coupling dependent edges exist between some nodes of network A and network B. If the start point of a dependent edge fails, the end point will fail, and thus the dependent edge will disappear; however, if the end point of dependent edge fails, the start point will not be influenced at all, while the dependent edge will disappear. The network coupling probability (0 1) pp  is defined as the proportion of a dependent edge in the network size N , wherein when 1 p  , independent nodes without dependent edges exist in the network, while their failure is only related to their own network. Meanwhile, a node in network has one directed interdependent edge at most. Without consideration of multiple dependent edges, this paper only takes into account a few of dependent edges of interdependent networks, so that the research is simplified in that the direction of an interdependent edge is acquiescently pointed from A to B, namely, failures of nodes in network A will be transmitted to network B via the interdependent edges, while the contrary situation will not happen.
Definition of initial load of a node is similar with the method proposed in Reference [11] . The load can be jointly decided by betweenness of the node degree and neighbor nodes. Hence, as defined in the paper, the initial load of a node i in the network is as follows:
where:  refers to an adjustable parameter. As acquiesced in the paper, In general, the capacity i C of the node i is in direct proportion to the initial load of the node:
 denotes a tolerance coefficient. Obviously, when some nodes are removed or fail in the network, loads on these nodes will be transmitted to their adjacent nodes according to a certain proportion. When loads of neighbor nodes exceed a capacity limit, more extensive cascading failures will be caused.
Load on the failure node i is redistributed to its neighbor node j according to a certain proportion, as shown in the following rules:
Hence, the failure judgment criterion of the node j is as follows:
At this moment, node j also fails.
Simulation and Analysis
According to measures of the above cascading failure model of interdependent networks, we can find that the average quantity P of remaining nodes reflects robustness of networks. The larger P indicates the smaller occurrence scope of cascading failures and the better robustness of interdependent networks. As for different sub-networks, we set their average degrees to be 6 AB kk  uniformly, and set the network scale to be 500 . Coupling is realized randomly, namely, certain nodes in the network A are randomly selected according to the probability p to be coupled with certain nodes in the network B. When nodes of a certain proportion are removed randomly from the network A and the tolerance coefficient  is respectively 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9, the relation between the average remained node quantity and the network removal proportion Pq  is shown in Figure 1(a) . It is shown in the Figure 1 that under the random attack mode, the average quantity P of remained nodes decreases with the increase of removal proportion q . In addition, when a key removal proportion c exists, the average quantity P of remained nodes tends to be 0. It is shown in Figure 2 that with continuous increase of the tolerance coefficient  , the average quantity of remained nodes in the network also increases continuously, c q increases continuously and network robustness is improved continuously, indicating that the network resistance to attacks is strengthened. Such character is similar with the results about cascading failure problems in interdependent networks, as shown in other references.
Simulation results shown in Figure 2 are based on the Barabasi-Albert (BA) scale-free network. Except for it, many other networks also exist in the reality, wherein the most typical model is the Watts-Strogtz (WS) small-world network. Here, it is assumed that forms of networks A and B are a BA scale-free model or a WS small-world model. Due to asymmetry of interdependent edges, four different types of interdependent networks including BA-BA interdependent network, WS-WS interdependent network, BA-WS interdependent network and WS-BA interdependent network are formed.
In order to keep the average degree which is the same with the scale-free network, we define the following generation parameters of the small-world network: total quantity of nodes in the nearest-neighbor network is 500
A NN  ; the neighbor quantity of each node in the nearest-neighbor coupling network is 6
A Kk  ; probability of randomized reconnection is 0.8 ws p  . In order to verify influences brought by different network combinations to interdependent network cascading failures, simulating calculation is carried out to the relations about variation of the average remained node quantity of interdependent networks along with the removal probability under the tolerance coefficient  of 0.7. Results are shown in Figure 1(b) .
It is shown in the diagram that under the random attack mode, the average quantities of remained nodes in the four network combinations decrease continuously with the increase of removal proportion q . Meanwhile, the decrease of BA-BA network is slowest, while the network has the best robustness. The WS-WS network has the poorest robustness. Robustness of the mixed network falls in between.
Above coupling manners of interdependent edges are random. Next, the paper considers three manners including Assortative Link (AL), Disassortative Link (DL) and Random Link (RL) in order to compare and analyze influences brought by different coupling manners to cascading failures of asymmetric interdependent networks. Therein, the connection manner of AL refers to: node with the largest load in network A is connected to node with the largest load in network B, node with the second largest load in network A is connected to node with the second largest load in network B…till pN  interdependent edges are formed totally in the two networks. The connection manner of DL refers to: node with the largest load in network A is connected to node with the smallest load in network B, node with the second largest load in network A is connected to node with the second smallest load in network B…till pN  interdependent edges are formed totally in the two networks. In order to verify influences brought by different coupling manners to interdependent network cascading failures, different Pq  relation curves under the tolerance coefficient  of 0.7 are shown in the Figure 2 . It is shown in the diagram that, the average quantity of remained nodes is the largest under the DL mode in both the BA-BA interdependent network and the WS-WS interdependent network, indicating that the interdependent network has the best robustness under the asymmetric dependency DL mode.
Conclusion
The paper establishes an interdependent network cascading failure model based on asymmetric dependency, puts forward a load-capacity model in networks for interdependent network cascading failures. Based on the network model, the paper researches network robustness based on different network combinations, different coupling manners in networks, different network tolerance coefficients and different removal proportions. Research results show that under the random attack mode, the network robustness decreases with the increase of removal proportion and increases with the increase of tolerance coefficient, while the BA-BA interdependent network and the DL network perform better than other network combinations and other coupling manners.
